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The development of revolutionary new alloys and composites is crucial to meeting materials re-
quirements for next generation nuclear reactors. The newly developed amorphous silicon oxycarbide
(SiOC) and crystalline Fe composite system has shown radiation tolerance over a wide range of tem-
peratures. To advance understanding of this new composite, we investigate the structure and thermal
stability of the interface between amorphous SiOC and crystalline Fe by combining various experimental
techniques and simulation methods. We show that the SiOC/Fe interface is thermally stable up to at least
400 �C. When the annealing temperature reaches 600 �C, an intermixed region forms at this interface.
This region appears to be a crystalline phase that forms an incoherent interface with the Fe layer. Density
functional theory (DFT) Molecular dynamics (MD) is performed on the homogeneous SiFeOC phase to
study the early stages of formation of the intermixed layer. Both experimental and simulation results
suggest this phase has the fayalite crystal structure. The physical processes involved in the formation of
the intermixed region are discussed.

© 2017 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Deployment of the next generation of fission reactors depends
on the development of new, radiation tolerant materials [1,2]. To
mitigate radiation damage and suppress radiation induced
dimensional and property changes, different kinds of interfaces and
grain boundaries have been introduced to act as defect sinks in
crystalline solids. For example, interfaces between nanoscale ox-
ides particles and the metal matrix in oxide dispersion strength-
ened (ODS) steels have shown enhanced swelling and creep
nl.gov (M. Zhernenkov).
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resistance [3,4]. Grain boundaries in nanocrystalline metals have
proven to assist defect annihilation and enhance radiation resis-
tance [5,6]. Several incoherent interfaces in nanoscale metallic
laminates, including Cu/Nb [7,8], Cu/V [9], and Fe/W [10], have been
demonstrated to be strong defect sinks to mitigate radiation-
induced damage. In all of these attempts to improve radiation
resistance in crystalline and nanocrystalline materials, interfaces
were used to reduce the concentration of point defectsdvacancies
and interstitialsdgenerated during irradiation.

An alternate approach to point defect removal is to develop
thermally stable materials that inherently do not exhibit point
defects. Amorphous materials, by definition, do not generate va-
cancies and interstitials during irradiation, but rather fluctuations
in free volume that can easily recover via relaxation [11]. Silicon
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oxycarbide (SiOC) is an amorphous material displaying radiation
tolerance and a very high crystallization temperature. Previous
results have demonstrated that SiOC possesses good thermal and
irradiation stability over a wide range of compositions, irradiation
doses, and irradiation temperatures [12e14]. The material showed
no evidence of crystallization up to a temperature of 1200 �C for an
annealing time of 2.0 h. In addition, SiOC films remain amorphous
after both light ion (He) and heavy ion (Kr) irradiation within a
wide envelope of irradiation.

For potential service in extreme irradiation environments,
amorphous SiOC may be combined with a crystalline metal
component, such as a conventional steel, for better heat conduc-
tivity and improved mechanical properties [1,15]. Similar to in-
terfaces in metallic nanolaminates [7,16], the amorphous/
crystalline interfaces in SiOC/metal composites are expected to be
strong sinks for defects, thus reducing radiation damage in the
crystalline component. Previous studies have shown that SiOC/a-Fe
composites are stable after irradiation to over 30 displacements per
atom (dpa) at room temperature [15,17]. In addition to radiation
stability, thermal stability of the composite is another key factor to
consider for its potential application in reactors with operating
temperatures over 500 �C [18e23]. The understanding of the re-
action at SiOC/Fe amorphous/crystalline interfaces is crucial to the
development of radiation tolerant materials for service in extreme
harsh environments. Therefore, in this study we present an
experimental investigation of the local structure of a SiOC/Fe
amorphous ceramic/metal heterophase interface after different
thermal annealing conditions using a combination of x-ray and
neutron reflectometry (XRR, NR), Rutherford backscatter spec-
troscopy (RBS), and transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM). These
experimental results are combined with first-principles calcula-
tions to provide insight into the structural evolution of the SiOC/Fe
interface after different thermal treatments.

2. Experimental

SiOC/Fe bi-layer films were fabricated by magnetron sputtering
of SiOC and Fe onto a surface oxidized Si substrates with top SiO2
layer thickness of 300 nm. The nominal thickness of the SiOC and Fe
layers is 120 and 80 nm, respectively. Direct current (DC) magne-
tron sputtering was used to prepare nanocrystalline Fe layers first,
then an amorphous SiOC layer was deposited by radio frequency
(RF) co-sputtering from SiO2 and SiC targets. Both layers were
deposited at room temperature. A base pressure of 6.5 � 10�5 Pa or
lower was obtained prior to depositions and the Ar partial pressure
during deposition was ~0.65 Pa.

To examine the thermal annealing effect, the SiOC/Fe bi-layer
films were annealed in a vacuum furnace at 200, 400 and 600 �C
for 1 h. Prior to annealing, the vacuum furnace pressure was below
5 � 10�7 Pa. The cross-sectional microstructures of SiOC/Fe multi-
layers before and after annealing were characterized by TEM using
a FEI Tecnai G2 F20 TEM. The typical TEM operating voltage was
200 kV. Cross-sectional specimens were first prepared by conven-
tional dimpling and grinding followed by ion-milling. Low energy
(3.5 keV) and low angle (5�) were selected to reduce ion milling
damage.

XRR measurements were done at the 4-ID-D beamline of the
Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory
with an incident photon energy of 14 keV (0.08856 nm wave-
length). Unlike TEM, XRR averages over the footprint of the x-ray
beam on the sample, which in this experimentwas about 10mm (L)
x 200 mm (W), while providing high spatial resolution in the di-
rection perpendicular to the interface. In XRR, a tightly collimated
beam impinges on a sample at a shallow angle (typically, up to a
few degrees). Specularly reflected intensity is then measured as a
function of the incident angle. For the modeling of XRR curves we
utilized the dynamic Parratt formalism [24] combined with a ge-
netic fitting algorithm using the MOTOFIT software [25]. As a result
of the fitting procedure, the scattering length density (SLD) profile
of the sample in the direction perpendicular to the interface is
obtained. SLD, which is equal to the electron density multiplied by
classical electron radius, may be used to determine the average
thickness of each layer and the interfacial roughness with
Angstrom-level resolution, as well as chemical composition of the
layers and their density. Complementary to XRR, we also performed
NR measurements using the time-of-flight (ToF) reflectometer
(Asterix) at the Lujan Neutron Scattering Center at Los Alamos
National Laboratory. The measurement principle in NR is very
similar to XRR, except that in a ToF instrument such as Asterix,
specularly reflected intensity is measured as a function of the
incident wavelength of neutrons at a fixed incident angle.

RBS measurements were performed at the Texas A&M Univer-
sity ion beam laboratory using a 1.7 MV Ionex Tandem accelerator.
A beam of 2 MeV He ions was focused and collimated down to a
spot size of 0.7 mm on the sample surface. The energy of back-
scattered He ions wasmeasured using a semi-conductor detector at
an angle of 160� from the beam. For analysis, the sample was tilted
45� in relation to the beam, towards the detector. This was done to
enhance the depth resolution of the RBS probe. Energy resolution
for this setup is measured at 16 keV. RUMP V4.01 was used to
model the raw spectra [26,27]. This analysis provided information
on the inter-diffusion between layers, the composition throughout
the near-surface region, and the density-thickness product of each
layer.

Our ab initio thermal annealing calculations were performed in
cubic supercells with lattice constant of 27 Å � 27 Å � 27 Å using
VASP [28], a plane wave based first-principles DFT code. The model
contains 1472 atoms with a uniform composition
Si256Fe256O576C192H192, constructed to represent the mixing of 50%
Fe2SiO4 and 50% SiOC:H. Starting from amorphous SiO2, we reach
the desired composition by substituting Fe atoms for individual SiO
complexes and CH complexes for individual O atoms. We employed
the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [29] exchange-correlation
functional within projector-augmented-wave approach [30], a
gamma-point only K point mesh, a 400 eV plane wave kinetic en-
ergy cutoff, and an energy convergence threshold of 10�4 eV for the
electronic self-consistent loop. An energy convergence criterion of
10�3 eV was used for ionic relaxations within the conjugate
gradient minimization scheme. A 1 fs time step and NVT ensemble
with Langevin thermostat [31] were used for thermal annealing of
the models. The annealing processes were performed in 100 K in-
crements from 0 K to 900 K with a 0.5 ps equilibration after each
temperature increment.

3. Results

3.1. TEM characterization of SiOC/Fe interfaces

A cross-sectional TEM micrograph of the as-deposited SiOC/Fe
bilayer is shown in Fig. 1a. The Fe layer shows a columnar structure
with an average grain size of 14 ± 1.2 nm while the SiOC layer ex-
hibits uniform contrast. The columnar structure of the as-deposited
Fe layer defines the intrinsic roughness at the SiOC/Fe interface. The
corresponding selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern (inset of
Fig. 1a) exhibits a diffuse halo around the central beam and
diffraction spots along several distinct rings. The SAD confirms the
body-centered cubic (BCC) structure of the Fe layer and the amor-
phous nature of the SiOC layer. The structural evolution of the SiOC/
Fe bilayer sample after 1 h annealing at 200, 400 and 600 �C is
presented in Fig. 1b, c and 1d, respectively. After 200 �C annealing



Fig. 1. Typical cross-sectional TEM image of Fe/SiOC bilayer specimen (a) before and
after (b) 200 �C, (c) 400 �C and (d) 600 �C annealing for 1 h. High resolution TEM
images of the (e) Fe/intermixed layer interface and (f) SiOC/intermixed layer interface.

Fig. 2. (a) High resolution STEM image and line scan of the Fe/SiOC bilayer specimen
after 600 �C annealing for 1 h. The typical EDS line scan yield of the (b) whole spec-
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for 1 h, the grain size within the Fe layer has grown from
14 ± 1.2 nm to 21 ± 2.3 nm with a simultaneous smoothening of
short-range inhomogeneities at the SiOC/Fe interface, indicating
that the as-deposited, zigzag SiOC/Fe interface is a thermodynamic
non-equilibrium state. As the annealing temperature increases, the
average Fe grain size grows, exceeding 100 nm at 600 �C.

At 600 �C, the SiOC/Fe interface thickens significantly and ex-
hibits the formation of a well-defined intermixed layer. The cor-
responding SAD pattern (inset of Fig. 1d) demonstrates an extra
diffraction ring and several diffraction spots, indicating the for-
mation of an additional phase. The d-spacing for these diffraction
spots and the extra diffraction ring are calculated as
0.156 ± 0.002 nm and 0.167 ± 0.001, respectively. The high reso-
lution TEM image at Fe/intermixed layer and intermixed layer/SiOC
interfaces are shown at Fig. 1e and f, respectively. These images
show that the intermixed layer is crystalline and forms an inco-
herent interface with both Fe and SiOC layers. To interpret these
findings, we propose that the intermixed region forms a layer of
crystalline fayalite (Fe2SiO4). As will be shown below, our remain-
ing experimental and modeling results are also consistent with the
presence of fayalite at the SiOC/Fe interface after annealing at
600 �C.
3.2. STEM characterization of intermixed region at SiOC/Fe
interfaces

To examine the chemical composition of the intermixed layer
between Fe and SiOC, scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) and X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) line scans were performed.
Fig. 2a shows a STEM image of the SiOC/Fe bilayer sample after 1 h
annealing at 600 �C. The contrast of the interfacial region is inter-
mediate between that of the Fe and SiOC layers. Because contrast in
STEM mode is roughly proportional to the atomic number squared
(Z2, also called Z-contrast imaging), this result confirms intermixing
between the two layers at the interface. EDS line scans across the
whole specimen aswell as close to the Fe/SiO2 (substrate) and SiOC/
Fe interfaces are shown in Fig. 2b, c, and 2d, respectively. This
measurement shows that the thickness of the intermixed layer at
the SiOC/Fe interface is about 14 nm. The concentration of Si in this
intermixed layer is almost constant, while the concentration of Fe
varies slightly, decreasing as a function of distance away from the Fe
layer. The Fe-to-Si ratio at the interface is roughly 2:1, consistent
with that of fayalite (Fe2SiO4). The EDS scan in Fig. 2c shows that
there is also a 5 nm-thick intermixed region between the Fe layer
and SiO2 substrate after 600 �C annealing.
4. Discussion

4.1. XRR

The TEM, STEM, and EDS results presented above were further
substantiated with XRR. The experimental curves for both as-
deposited and annealed samples and the corresponding scat-
tering length density profiles (SLDs) obtained from the fitting
procedure are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The model pa-
rameters are summarized in Table 1. Compared with the as-
deposited state, there is no significant change in the SiOC and Fe
layers after annealing at 200 �C and 400 �C, which is in good
agreement with the TEM results. Upon annealing at 200 �C, the
thickness of the SiOC layer decreases by about 7% and its physical
density increases by about 4%. Together with the 15% thickness
increase of the interfacial region between SiOC and Fe (denoted in
the table as “SiOC þ Fe”), this result suggests some limited inter-
mixing of the two layers at the interface at this temperature. The Fe/
imen, (c) regime close to Fe/SiO2 interface, and (d) regime close to Fe/SiOC interface.



Fig. 3. XRR curves (black dots) and the corresponding fitting curves (red solid lines) for
the untreated sample and samples annealed at 200 �C, 400 �C, and 600 �C. The insert
shows the close-ups of curves up to Qz ¼ 0.14 Å�1 to highlight the fit quality and the
reflectivity curve modulations due to the different layers (SiOC, Fe, and SiO2) within
this region of interest. XRR curves are offset for clarity. (For interpretation of the ref-
erences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Fig. 4. X-ray SLD profiles obtained from the X-ray reflectivity fits. Zero in the hori-
zontal axis corresponds to Si substrate. To clearly show the structural evolution of the
SiOC/Fe bilayer, the break introduced into the horizontal scale between 200 Å and
2800 Å was located entirely within the SiO2 layer. The inset compares the EDS Fe line
scan (red dots with the scale to the right) with the XRR SLD at 600 �C (solid black line
with the scale to the left). The 132 Å-thick intermixed layer is shown by dashed vertical
lines. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Model parameters used to fit XRR data for each sample.

Layer Thickness,
nm

Re SLD,
10�6 Å�2

Im SLD,
10�6 Å�2

Roughness,
nm

Untreated
SiOC 91.6 18 0.07 3.4
SiOC þ Fe 9 43.9 0.82 5.6
Fe 78.3 54.4 1.68 3.8
SiO2þFe 0.6 43.4 1.28 0.4
SiO2 299.7 22.5 0.1 0.3
200�C
SiOC 85.5 18.7 0.07 4.2
SiOC þ Fe 10.3 47.4 1.30 6.3
Fe 78.5 57.2 1.65 4
SiO2þFe 1 43.5 1.28 1.2
SiO2 298.8 22.5 0.1 0.5
400�C
SiOC 86.8 18.2 0.07 4.5
SiOC þ Fe 10.5 44.3 1.51 4.7
Fe 77.5 57 1.84 4.7
SiO2þFe 0.7 43 1.29 1.3
SiO2 298 22.5 0.1 0.5
600�C
SiOC 85 18.5 0.08 3.6
SiOC þ Fe 13.2 41.7 1.29 5.4
Fe 53.8 62.1 3.06 2.8
SiO2þFe 1.6 33.8 1.20 2.9
SiO2 295.9 22.5 0.1 1
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SiO2 interface remains sharp up to 400 �C, exhibiting sub-nm
thickness.

According to TEM, the morphology of the Fe layer changes
noticeably upon annealing, showing the eventual disappearance of
columnar structures. Nevertheless, the thickness of the SiOC/Fe
interfacial layer remains unaltered, in good agreement with the
XRR (see entries for the SiOC þ Fe in Table 1). XRR also reveals that
in the as-deposited sample, the real part of the SLD of the Fe layer
(54.4*10�6 Å�2) is approximately 14% lower than the SLD of pure Fe
(62*10�6 Å�2). Such a difference may be attributed to light atom
impurities, such as H, O, or N, in the Fe layer, giving rise to a lower
average density. These impurities may be introduced during
deposition.
Upon annealing at 600 �C, the sample undergoes substantial

changes. Fig. 4 and Table 1 show that the thickness of Fe layer de-
creases significantly (from 77.5 nm at 400 �C to about 54 nm, in
agreement with the EDS in Fig. 2b) while its SLD increases up to the
nominal value for pure Fe. This observation suggests that any light
impurity atoms that may have been present in the Fe layer diffused
towards the SiOC/Fe interface during annealing and the layer be-
cames fully-dense, pure Fe. These XRR findings are further sup-
ported by NRmeasurements (data not shown), which also revealed
the refinement of the Fe layer to its nominal SLD value together
with considerable thickness reduction.

Moreover, both EDS and XRR show the thickening of the SiOC/Fe
interface up to about 13.2 nm (Fig. 4, insert). Likewise, at 600 �C, the
SiO2/Fe interface thickens up to 1.6 nm and its SLD reduces to
33.8*10�6 Å�2 (see Table 1). The SLD of the “SiO2þFe” layer is
consistent with the composition of fayalite (Fe2SiO4). The compo-
sition of the “SiOC þ Fe” layer cannot be unambiguously deter-
mined based solely on XRR results whose SLD of 41.7*10�6 Å�2

could correspond to either fayalite with inclusions of additional Fe
atoms or a simple alloy of Fe:SiOC at 3:2 ratio with a density of
~5.1 g/cc. Since the latter contradicts the Fe:Si ratio at the SiOC/Fe
interface obtained by STEM, we conclude that the formation of
fayalite layer is the more likely alternative.
4.2. RBS

We performed RBS to elucidate the chemical composition of
each layer and the degree of intermixing between them. Samples
like the one in the present study, which include compositional non-
uniformities or mixed compounds, are not easy to characterize by
RBS [32]. In addition, RBS is not sensitive to roughness on the free
surface. Rather, it senses the multilayer as if the surface were flat
and the underlying interfaces rough. Therefore, the main purpose
of RBS in the present work is to complement the aforementioned
structural analysis by TEM, STEM, EDS, and XRR/NR. Thus, we carry
out our RUMP simulation using the probable elemental distribution
obtained from XRR.

The RBS data from the bilayer specimen before and after



Fig. 5. RBS characterization of the bilayer specimen before and after annealing at
different temperatures (200, 400, 600 �C). The symbols represent the experimental
data and the lines are RUMP fitting results.
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annealing at different temperatures (200, 400, 600 �C) are shown in
Fig. 5 (symbols) together with the RUMP fit (lines). The data in its
raw form shows the number of counts as a function of He back-
scattered energy. The edges of the RBS signal provide a qualitative
indication of the Fe (or Si) diffusion distance into the neighboring
layer. For example, for the Fe peak, a more gradual slope on the
higher energy side indicates intermixing with the SiOC layer while
the lower energy side signifies intermixing with SiO2. Fig. 5 shows
that neither the Fe peak around 1450 keV nor the Si peak near
1125 keV have sharp, step-like edges, indicating that the interfaces
on both sides of the Fe layer are thick, or rough, or both.

The Fe and Si peak shapes in samples annealed at 200 �C and
400 �C are similar to those in the as-deposited sample, indicating
thatdin agreement with the foregoing sectionsdthe interfacial
roughness does not change markedly at these low annealing tem-
perature. The best fit for each RBS data set is obtained with the
inclusion of oxygen impurities into the Fe layer consistent with the
reduced density of Fe layer deduced from XRR fits (see Table 1). For
the sample annealed at 600 �C, the height of Fe peak increases
indicating the removal of all impurities from the Fe layer, as
observed by XRR. According to XRR, the SiOC/Fe interface thickness
after the 400 �C anneal is 10.5 nm and increases by another 2.7 nm
upon annealing at 600 �C (Table 1, “SiOC þ Fe” layer). The detection
of such a small thickness increment of the intermixed layer is
beyond the sensitivity of RBS.
4.3. Misfit dislocations at Fe/fayalite interface

The presence of misfit dislocations at the Fe/Fayalite interface
suggest this interface is incoherent. Previous work has shown that
the thickness of this interface fayalite layer does not vary as
annealing time goes up, suggesting that this incoherent interface is
thermally stable and the Fayalite layer can impede further
elemental diffusion [17]. The importance of an incoherent interface
has been demonstrated in both metallic nanolaminates and ODS
systems which have been shown to be efficient point defect sinks,
mitigating radiation damage and helium induced swelling [1,33].
We hypothesize that the Fe/fayalite interface can provide signifi-
cantly enhanced radiation tolerance, similar to or superior to those
observed in metallic nanolayered and ODS structures.
Table 2
Standard thermodynamic data for the calculations in section 4.

DGo (kJ/mol) DHo (kJ/mol) So (J/mol/K)

SiO2 (amorphous) �850.56 �903.20 47.40
FeO �251.46 �271.96 60.75
Fe2SiO4 �1379.05 �1479.88 145.18
Reaction (1) �25.57 �32.76 �23.72
4.4. Thermodynamic and DFT modeling

Our experiments suggest that no reaction occurs at either the
SiOC/Fe or SiO2/Fe interface at annealing temperatures up to 400 �C.
However, after the 600 �C anneal, a 13 nm-thick, thermally stable
intermixed layer (Fe2SiOx) was observed at the SiOC/Fe interface
while a thin intermixed layer (as thick as 5 nm, according to EDS, or
as thin as 1.6 nm, as determined by XRR) was found at the SiO2/Fe
interface. From a thermodynamic point of view, there is a tendency
for Fe to react with Si as well as with O to form FexSiy, FexOy, or
FexSiyOz compounds to lower the overall Gibbs free energy in the
SiOC/Fe system. Accordingly, we developed a thermodynamic
model to rationalize our experimental results and explain the
dependence of interface thickness on temperature.

Among all known Fe, Si, and O ternary phases, the only com-
pound with a Fe:Si ratio of 2 is fayalite: Fe2SiO4. Fayalite is the most
likely product of the reaction of SiO2 and FeO, since other iron
oxides with higher iron charge states (Fe3þ, Fe4þ) would require O2

as a by-product, which is unlikely under oxidizing conditions.
Therefore, we assume the new interlayer phase is indeed Fe2SiO4
and is formed via the following reaction:

SiO2 þ 2 FeO ¼ Fe2SiO4. (1)
Standard thermodynamic data for our model is listed in Table 2
[34,35]. We consider both SiO2 and Fe2SiO4 phases to have activities
of 1. Then, labeling the activity of FeO as x, the change of Gibbs free
energy at a given temperature (in K) is expressed as:

DGf ðTÞ ¼ DGo
f þ RTln

�
1=x2

�
� TDSof (2)

From Table 2, the standard DGf
o and DSfo are both negative,

indicating that reaction (1) occurs at standard conditions and be-
comes progressively less likely as temperature increases.

We solve for the minimum activity of FeO required for the for-
mation of Fe2SiO4 according to reaction (1) at 600 �C and find that it
is 0.439. By contrast,DGf

o for SiOC is estimated to be 96 kJ/mol lower
than that of SiO2 from the typical ~1 eV/SiO2 formula unit enthalpy
difference between SiOC and SiO2, determined in one of our pre-
vious studies [36]. Therefore, the minimum activity of FeO required
for the formation of Fe2SiO4 from SiOC at 600 �C is 0.0006. Thus,
based on our thermodynamics model, at 600 �C, reaction (1) is
highly likely at the SiOC/Fe interface, but may be relatively more
difficult at the SiO2/Fe interface. This conclusion is consistent with
our experiments, which evidence a thick intermixed layer at the
SiOC/Fe interface upon annealing at 600 �C while the intermixed
layer is at the SiO2/Fe interface is relatively thinner. Our calculation
is based on bulk thermodynamic data. However, chemical poten-
tials at surfaces/interfaces are typically higher compared to the bulk
[37], further indicating the likelihood of the aforementioned
reactions.

Given the negative value of DSfo in equation (2), it is surprising
that the above mentioned interface reactions occur only after
annealing at 600 �C, but not at 400 �C or lower. One possible reason
for the 600 �C temperature requirement lies in the fact that FeO
only exists as a stable phase above 555 �C according to the FeeO
phase diagram [38]. The relatively limited growth of the FexSiyOz



Fig. 6. Partial radial distribution functions (PRDFs) after 0.5 ps MD simulations of
Si256Fe256O576C192H192 at 800 K and 300 K: (a) FeeO, (b) FeeC, (c) FeeSi, and (d) SieC.
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layers subsequent to their formation at 600 �C suggests that, once
formed, they may kinetically impede any further reaction between
Fe and SiOC or SiO2 [17,39]. This view is consistent with the low
Fig. 7. Representative local atomic structure changes in simulated SiFeOCH for struc-
tures annealed at 527 �C (800 K) comparing to that at 27 �C (300 K). The atom cluster
above the dashed black line is taken from the 800 K model, where large blue is Si, large
orange is Fe, red is O, small brown is C, and small purple is H. The atom cluster below
the dashed black line is from the 300 K model, where large cyan is Si, grey is Fe, dark
blue is O, green is C, and small pink is H. Bonds marked by cyan arrows in pink dashed
circles denote newly formed FeeC bonds. The H atom marked by the cyan arrow in the
left pink dashed circle indicates the evolution of an isolated H atom via breaking of a C-
H bond. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
diffusivity of Fe, Si, and O in fayalite (Fe2SiO4) [40].
To gain more insight into the early stages of formation of the

intermixed layer, we performed 0.5 ps DFT MD simulations of
amorphous Si256Fe256O576C192H192 at 300 K and 800 K. This struc-
ture is mechanically stable, as evidenced by the limited changes in
its partial radial distribution functions, a selection of which is
shown in Fig. 6. However, we did observe individual atomic-level
rearrangements, which give rise to the changes in the average co-
ordination number of different element types. There is a tendency
for the structure to form new FeeC bonds in place of pre-existing
CeH bonds. Fig. 7 illustrates these bond changes, namely the
breaking of SieC and CeH bonds as well as the formation of FeeC
bonds and the evolution of isolated H atoms. The tendency of Fe to
react with C leads to an average increase in coordination of Fe by C
of ~0.8 FeeC bond/Fe atom, causing some Fe atoms reach a 6-fold
coordination: the same as in Fe2SiO4. Therefore, our DFT calcula-
tions are also consistent with the formation of fayalite at SiOC/Fe
interfaces, in agreement with our experimental results.
5. Conclusion

The high temperature performance of amorphous-ceramic/
metal composites is crucial for their service in extreme irradia-
tion environments. In particular, information about how covalent/
metal, amorphous/crystalline interfaces and their impact on radi-
ation response of SiOC/Fe composites is key to the design of com-
posite materials with maximum radiation tolerance. Therefore, we
investigated the structure of the interface between amorphous
SiOC and crystalline a-Fe in an as-deposited bilayer as well as after
annealing at 200, 400, 600 �C for 1 h. The as-deposited interface is
thermally stable up to at least 400 �C. Upon annealing at 600 �C, an
intermixed layer at the SiOC/Fe interface is observed and it forms
incoherent interfaces with Fe and SiOC layers. Both experimental
and modeling results suggest that the intermixed layer is crystal-
line fayalite: Fe2SiO4. Our work provides a more complete under-
standing of this new SiOC/Fe interface under high temperature.
Future work will focus on the structure of this interface under
irradiation, helping the design of radiation tolerant composites for
advanced nuclear reactors.
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